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P E R F O R M A N C E B ODY & MIND

Training 2.0

WHAT TO GET

Web-based coaches are out to hook everyday athletes with pumped-up
new features. Should we take the bait? BY MICHAEL BEHAR
ast summer I took up kiteboarding—a sport not unlike windsurfing,
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THE EVALUATION

THE ROUTINE

THE FINE-TUNING

I opt for Carmichael Training Systems,
founded in 1999 by Chris Carmichael,
who coached Lance Armstrong through
six Tour de France victories. To begin, I plunk down
the $149 monthly fee for a middle-tier program
that offers unlimited interaction with a coach, fill
out an eight-page questionnaire, and, 24 hours
later, get a call from my new trainer.
Nick White, 26, is based at Carmichael headquarters, in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and has
certifications from both the USA Triathlon and USA
Track & Field governing bodies. Though that’s all
I’ll ever learn about White, I find myself trusting
him immediately: He’s a triathlete and a competitive cyclist, while I have a hard time hanging on to
my kite for more than 20 minutes straight.
White admits this is his first time designing a
training regimen for kiteboarding and says that
he’s already Googled the sport to figure out which
muscle groups to target. Googled? I recently
Googled “ACL” looking for knee info and was linked
to the Association for Computational Linguistics.
Nevertheless, White’s findings are impressive. As
he rattles off muscle groups, I realize he’s recounting in detail the anatomy of my post-kiting
fatigue. “We should focus on your core section:
abdominals, obliques, hip flexors, lower back,” he
says. “And since you travel a lot, I will build a whole
program that you can take on the road.”

Online newcomers are expected to do
an initial field test—either cycling, swimming, or running—so trainers can gauge
their overall fitness and establish a benchmark
against which to measure future gains. I decide to
run, which requires an all-out sprint for eight minutes, something I haven’t done since I was seven.
Still, White says my distance covered (1.15
miles), average heart rate (158), and peak heart
rate (184) are “very good” and e-mails me three
color-coded spreadsheets. One is a set of core
exercises, another details a 45-minute resistance workout, and the third is a strength-training
routine for when I’m traveling and can’t get to a
gym. All told, for my requested six-day-a-week
schedule, White specifies 46 different exercises.
And while I’m a little uneasy about doing “power
skips” in public, the variety is crucial for someone
who bores as easily as I do.
Après workout, I go online and record my
results: Did I complete as prescribed, modify,
or skip my routine entirely? Weekly summaries
keep tabs on my total resistance, strength,
core-training, and running stats and generate a
graph of my progress. When I’m not exactly
sure how to do “high knees,” I click to the
Carmichael video collection for a narrated
how-to. Carmichael, I realize, has successfully
idiotproofed my training.

“Every day when I start up my computer, it tells me who has logged in and
when,” White says. That explains why
he sends an e-mail wondering about my inactivity during a recent trip to San Francisco. I fumble
with an excuse about “tight deadlines” and a
“backlog of work.” He fires back with a pep talk:
“Sometimes the hardest part is just standing up
and telling yourself you need a break,” he writes.
Later, White follows up with an e-mail
informing me that he has tweaked the schedule
to account for my slacking off. Doh! Other finetunings involve swapping a Monday weight
workout for an aerobic session after I complain
of muscle soreness, and integrating new leg
exercises following a calf strain.
After only a month with Carmichael, I drop
a couple of pounds and boost my overall
strength enough that White has to bump up
the intensity of my weight-training regime. As
for kiteboarding, I recently rode a two-hour
nonstop session—my longest yet by more than
65 minutes. The core exercises especially
have given me an edge in my man-versus-kite
showdowns. Mexico no longer looms, but
beckons. And whether I need a workout
adjustment or a well-timed pep talk in the last
days leading up to my trip, White will always be
just a keystroke away.

Your trainer will Google you now

$85) is made for
cold-weather play.

*

THE REALITY: CW-X
is made by Wacoal, a
company known for
its high-end bras. For
manly mountain men,
this may elicit concern. It shouldn’t. On
several below-freezing
trial runs, my Insulator
tights and top worked,
surprisingly, as advertised. Unlike traditional

compression wear,
they were supportive
but not constrictive.
The top especially
encouraged an
upright, Michael
Johnson–like posture.
And while I can’t
confirm that CW-X
prevented injuries or
bolstered my personal
record, I did notice
excellent knee, back,
and—yes, ladies—
chest support.

*

THE CATCH: Even
the folks at Wacoal
admit that CW-X
works only if the
Conditioning Web fits
your frame precisely.
If your legs or torso
aren’t well proportioned, your muscles
won’t sync with the
compression panels—
and you’ve just
bought yourself some
techy new pj’s.
—Bevin Wallace

STEP 2

STEP 1

Smarty Pants Can high-tech undies ramp up your winter play?

THE CLAIM: CW-X’s
Conditioning Wear
(www.cw-x.com) uses
patented compression
panels, dubbed Conditioning Web, to provide specific support
to muscles and joints.
The result? Improved
muscle efficiency, reduced fatigue, and
injury prevention. The
new Insulator line
(tights, $95; women’s
top, $60; men’s top,

Wind sprints are just the beginning

WARM FUZZIES:
Thermal-regulating
fleece keeps the
hounds of winter
at bay.

•

•

WEB EFFECT:
One-way stretch
fabric provides
extra support.
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only the board is smaller and the sail is a parabolic kite you fly from
65-foot lines. After my first few sessions, I learned that (a.) head-to-toe
lactic-acid paralysis strikes even those athletes whose primary concern is
staying upright and (b.) if I wanted to survive a week-long kiting trip in
Mexico, I needed help getting up to speed.
Online coaching sites have been around since the late 1990s, but until recently they’ve
mainly targeted hard-core triathletes and marathoners looking to better their personal
records. Today, however, sites such as GymAmerica.com and Carmichael Training Systems (www.train right.com) are rolling out streaming video, personalized nutrition analysis, and increased “human contact” to lure average folks with tight schedules and diverse
interests. For me, a travel junkie, going virtual is a no-brainer—the Web is everywhere,
and so, too, will be my trainer. I just hope I won’t be stuck with a one-size-fits-all program
that keeps me on the losing end of a tug-of-war with my kite.
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Icebreakers

Slushies are summer fare.
Keep the juices flowing this
winter with these field-tested
hydration packs.

Q&A

*

No workout goes unnoticed
STEP 3

*

BACKCOUNTRY ACCESS
ALP40 ($165; www
.backcountryaccess.com)
This year’s lighter Alp40 features
a freeze-resistant straw and an
ingenious screw cap that fits a
squashproof Nalgene.

*

CAMELBAK MENACE
($80; www.camelbak.com)
The Menace tube and bite valve
are enclosed in the shoulder
strap; the rear pocket fits a handwarmer for no-freeze insurance.

Ask Dr. Extreme Travel-health and trip advice from an expedition M.D.

I’m going to Laos for a
trip down the Mekong.
Should I let bird flu
alter my plans?

Asia travel remains
low risk—for now. As
of late 2005, avian flu
was transmitted only
through direct contact
with birds, such as
touching their secretions or inhaling their
feces. So unless you’re
practicing animal husbandry on the river, flu
risk is minimal. In fact,
not one of the 130 flu
cases reported at press
time involved a tourist.

However, if the virus
finds a way to jump
between people, says
John Treanor, infectious disease expert at
the University of Rochester, all travel plans
are vulnerable. “To
prevent a pandemic,
international flights
may be grounded,” he
says. Travelers everywhere may be sprayed
and delayed with
some bonus R & R.

+
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TO STAY SAFE:

Keep away from
open markets and
farms, even those
that inspectors have
ordered free of fowl. As
I learned on a trip to
Thailand, poultry is
sometimes hidden
from the authorities.
Order your food well
cooked.
Wash your hands
frequently with soap
or use an alcohol gel.

*
*

*

POLAR DESIGN BODE
($40; www.polarpak.com)
The bladder of the 180-cubic-inch
Bode has a built-in gel pack insulator. Heat it, fill it, and H20 will flow
even after a night in a frigid trunk.
—Christopher Solomon

Ken Kamler, M.D., is the author of Surviving the Extremes (Penguin Group USA).
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